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KNOW SARCOIDOSIS Digital Experience

For my Patients & Purpose pharma client,
Mallinckrodt, I created Know Sarcoidosis –
a mobile-first web app to aid consumers
searching for information on the disease
sarcoidosis. I led the design direction
to create a friendly and engaging brand
experience. It was geared for an urban
patient audience in their 20s and 30s who
use their cell phones more than they use
desktop computers.
The mobile UI has an innovative horizontal
page turning interaction that breaks down
the information into digestable content
chapters with information design. The
desktop UI also features ground breaking
immersive 3D model tours.
The response to Know Sarcoidosis was
ground breaking with an average time on site
that was three times the industry average,
The amount of CRM signups was four times
the average. This site set new records for our
client in terms of brand engagement and
tactical value.
knowsarcoidosis.com

KNOW SARCOIDOSIS Digital Experience

Multi-device views of
KnowSarcoidosis.com

THAT'S GOTTA HURT Social Awareness Campaign

For Pfizer, Patients & Purpose created
a targeted social campaign to promote
FlectorPatch, a topical black box
medication. The That’s Gotta Hurt
campaign had a unique brand voice
and engaged with consumers who are
experiencing minor pains and injuries.
We targeted social ads to active people
who expressed minor injuries or
participated in strenuous recreational
activity. The targeted social posts gave
#thatsgottahurt reach and awareness. I
created the platform engagement with
content posts and led art direction for the
campaign look, created the unbranded
campaign profiles and led the UX for the
final destination landing page experience.
On Facebook, we had 69 million
impressions, leading to a 20% increase in
page visits. The campaign was a success
with 121,000 impressions in 4 weeks.

PREPARE FOR FLARE Digital Awareness Campaign

At Patients & Purpose, I led the creation
of Prepare For Flare – a digital campaign
site to reach patients suffering from
rheumatoid arthritis. This was a
strategic unbranded tactic for a major
pharmaceutical client to reach patients
who suffer from arthritis flare ups.
We created a unique brand voice and
distinctive campaign identity that felt
empathetic, empowering, bold and
progressive. Prepare For Flare delivered
helpful streaming video and downloadable
flare tracker for patients and caregivers.
By engaging customers with preventative
flare information, we invited them to learn
more about a brand treatment option.

GLOBAL PI VILLAGE Digital Experience

At Patients & Purpose, I developed the
Global PI Village for the Jeffrey Modell
Foundation to raise awareness about
Primary Immunodeficiency (PI) amongst
the general public.
I conceived a dynamic site concept to
engage consumers to learn about PI as they
take a tour through a town landscape. We
developed a friendly and fresh face for JMF,
which referenced organization leaders and
brand touches in a personable and offbeat
way. I worked with an illustrator to produce
an exciting world to explore.
A friendly village mayor character was
designed to guide users though the site.
With this friendly and easy to navigate
village, those who were seeking answers
quickly found a supportive community.
This site won industry acclaim as the Best
Disease Education Website by DTC and an
Outstanding Achievement title in the 2015
Web Awards.
info4pi.org

GLOBAL PI VILLAGE Digital Experience

DM/PM & YOU Visual Design & Digital Experience

I led the creation of a rare disease web
resource – DM/PM & You. My Patients &
Purpose team produced a unique hub
of patient information to help those
diagnosed with dermatomyostis
and polymyositis.
Throughout the site, relevant content is
delivered via a grid of interactive tiles, a
pioneering approach in the healthcare
space. The UI was crafted to pique interest
and prompt opt-ins for future relationships
and a treatment solution. I led the digital
site experience concept, brand identity
creation and design direction.
My process starts with understanding the
consumers’ need and the value that the
client brand product can bring to their
lives. After an analysis of the consumer, I
proposed a digital experience that would
engage the consumer and guide them into
a sign-up funnel.
This site was highly successful with user
engagement double the benchmark of the
industry average.

CHOICE PRIVILEGES Brand Identity System

Choice Hotels International engaged
FutureBrand to design a new brand
identity for its loyalty rewards
program– Choice Privileges. I created
the chosen identity system, which was
implemented worldwide.
The system needed to stand out from
competing reward programs and speak
to a target demographic of “strivers” and
“grounded voyagers.” It also had to be
related to the myriad of hotel brands in
the CHI portfolio.
The new look for the brand needed
to reach across all of the consumer
touchpoints. The system needed to
realize a friendly, rewarding experience.
I conceived and executed a system
with dynamic color bars, symbolizing
progression and movement. This brand
identity was implemented in membership
kits, brochures, corporate materials,
websites, emails, and all CRM pieces.

CHOICE PRIVILEGES Brand Identity System

HELLO REWIND Brand Identity & Retail Art Direction

As a social entrepreneur, I founded
Hello Rewind to counter the difficulties
international sex trafficking survivors
face when attempting to integrate
back into society. Hello Rewind was
a consumer social enterprise that
provided language training, job skills
and financial opportunity to help
survivors achieve economic freedom.
Our product line consisted of sewn laptop
and ipad cases, which were crafted from
old graphic tees. People would send in
their favorite T-shirts and have a crafted
sleeve sent back to them. We also sold
premade sleeves in retail channels. I
designed the brand identity, advertising,
and retail displays.
Our team was voted the top ranking
of America’s Most Promising Social
Entrepreneurs by Bloomberg
Businessweek readers. Hello Rewind was
a tech crowd and media favorite.

SARA LEE Workforce Experience Design

As a brand consultant for Sara Lee,
I created a branded event concept,
"Like Never Before." It was an
empowering and energetic corporate
event that unified and motivated the
sales force.

MEETING ENVIRONMENT

OPENING MOMENT EXPERIENCE

General Session Walk-In

CJ Revealed

MJM would work closely with CJ and his team to
craft the appropriate opening remarks, but here is
a sample beginning to give a taste of how he might
open the event:

(Timed with CJ’s speech, the key power words appear on screen to support the theme)
We also bring you leadership Like Never Before – and a management team built for
success Like Never Before.
(CJ’s senior management team joins him on stage as the next key power words appear
on screen)

(CJ steps out, applauds the audience, looks around and behind him. He has
an opportunity to have some fun and quickly connect with the audience by
reacting to the people and environment…)

That’s why at the heart of everything we communicate at this event…from our
strategic vision, integration plans and trainings to tactics for bringing our new brand to
life…you’ll hear and see the phrase Like Never Before.

No walls…? No backstage…? No props…? Guess it’s just us, the NEW Sara Lee.
But who ARE we?

Such firm, absolute language is deliberate and intended to convey the untold opportunity we ALL have to take pride in – and ownership of – launching Sara Lee into a new
era of growth, acceleration and success.

While there are many words that can describe us (gestures to screens), Sara
Lee is ONE amazing place. Just look around (gestures to audience); Sara Lee
is ALL of us! So welcome and thank each and every one of you for being here
today to celebrate this momentous time…

My creative team conceived a dynamic
and energetic brand identity which
was experienced through motion,
environmental graphics, print collateral
and social channels. At a time of
corporate transition, it was an effective
corporate event to rally the workforce
together, united behind a vision for new
growth and opportunity.

Never before in our rich history, have we been as poised for success. We’re fast Like
Never Before…agile Like Never Before...responsive to customers and the marketplace
Like Never Before…

It’s definitely an historic moment for Sara Lee. We’ve never come together like
this before. We’ve never been a company like this before. We’ve never been
at a turning point in our evolution like this before. And as we move forward
together into a brand new era, each and every one of us is a crucial part of that
unprecedented journey…
We took one path to get here today - and we’ll take one path out. Over the next
day or two, I’m confident that you’ll clearly see where we’re headed and how we
can succeed individually and collectively, like never before!
(The 4 screens light up with the theme Like Never Before.)

It is a moment that comes once in a lifetime. And we are here to seize the day
together Like Never Before.
Many of you may wonder why we decided to meet in the round…Since the FY12
Annual Meeting is all about seeing ourselves and our company in new ways, what
better forum for “unveiling” our objectives to you than out in the open – directly,
clearly, with complete transparency – in one large “roundtable” that invites your
participation, interaction and collaboration Like Never Before.
And if, as we sincerely hope, you leave here feeling passionate, committed and
believing in Sara Lee like…(he pauses and winks at the audience) you guessed it:
never before, we will be that much closer to making our vision a reality.
It is a moment that comes but once in a lifetime. And we are here to seize the day
together… Like Never Before!
Many of you may wonder why we decided to meet in the round…Since the FY12
Annual Meeting is all about seeing ourselves and our company in new ways, what
better forum for “unveiling” our strategic vision and sharing it with you than out in the
open…directly, clearly, with complete transparency…in one large “roundtable” that
invites your participation, interaction and collaboration Like Never Before.
And if, as we sincerely hope, you leave here feeling passionate, committed and
believing in Sara Lee like…(he pauses and winks at the audience) you guessed it:
never before, we will be that much closer to making our vision a reality.
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THEME

Rationale and Introduction

DAY 1 BEGINS
Overview: Leadership

“Make me

“We are a

SMARTER,
FLEXIBLE team…
and we
are AGILE.”

BELIEVE
UNITE
LEAD
INNOVATE
MOVE AHEAD
WORK TOGETHER
PERFORM
TRAILBLAZE

BELIEVE”

Without question, Sara Lee is on the precipice of a
new era. We feel passionately about this. That’s why
at the core of our messaging is the phrase: Like Never
Before. Such firm, absolute language is intended to
convey the untold opportunity we feel is inherent in a
launch of this magnitude–truly a first for the brand.

John Whaley
DirECtOr, StratEgy & SaLES OPEratiONS

Barbara Zibell
DirECtOr, COmmuNiCatiONS

BELiEVE uNitE LEaD iNNOVatE
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WOrK tOgEthEr PErFOrm traiLBLaZE
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PFIZER ONCOLOGY TOGETHER Brand Identity

For Pfizer, I led the brand creation of a
new oncology resource hub for patients
and HCPS – Pfizer Oncology Together.
For the first time, Pfizer has centralized
all of the support resources across all
of its oncology brands into one
convenient digital destination.
For the brand launch, I led the design
direction for the identity, website, and
launch materials. To lay a foundation for
the brand's rapid growth, I created the
brand guidelines and content templates
for how Pfizer Oncology Together would
be brought into the numerous oncology
product brands' communications.
pfizeroncologytogether.com

PFIZER ONCOLOGY TOGETHER Brand Identity

HEALTHY PERSPECTIVES Digital Trends and Healthcare Podcast

I founded and produced Patients &
Purpose's first podcast covering
digital trends and patient healthcare
innovation – the Healthy Perspectives
podcast.
My partner and I interviewed a series of
industry guests and shared our curiosity
and passion for the patient space. We
were the directors of our agency's social
channels, which led us to explore new
frontiers for industry influence.
With a modest budget and a lot of
creative resourcefulness, we crafted an
engaging year-long season of content,
ranging from social media trends to the
future with IBM Watson machine learning.
We attracted nearly 100,000 episode
downloads, making this the most effective
agency promotion ever.
bit.ly/hppodcast

INDEX International Design Exhibition to Improve Life

I worked with the Danish group INDEX
to create content and design the
installation of its inaugural international
exhibition, showcasing the best of how
design improves life. INDEX was was set
in the heart of downtown Copenhagen
and featured innovation objects and
content from all around the world.
My exhibition team conceptualized the
physical experience. We designed the
communications, environmental graphics,
interior exhibits, retail signage, and
promotional materials.
We created an engaging showcase
experience highlighting the real world
impact of design. After a phase of
extensive user research and international
input, we defined a brand concept
that was emotional, universal, human,
contextual and playful. I worked with
architects and the city officials to create a
groundbreaking event.
INDEX was a phenomenal success and
attracted an international audience. Over
145,000 attended the exhibition over the
course of 6 weeks.

INDEX International Design Exhibition to Improve Life

Design Innovation Pavillions focusting on themes of body, home, work, play and community

INDEX Design Exhibition & Future Scenarios

Future Scenarios Pavilions with immersive exhibits showcasing a future view of the world in 5 years

GREGWONG
Greg is a creative director with entrepreneurial spirit. With over
a decade spent in advertising and branding, he activates connections
between people and brands. He’s passionate about digital experiences
and social channels that will shape the future.
Greg was recently a Vice-President, Art Supervisor at Patients & Purpose. As part of the
agency's Emerging Digital Group, he managed design teams, created strategic digital
content, and advanced new social platforms. He currently consults with agencies,
startups and non-profits. Other agency experience includes Saatchi & Saatchi
Wellness, Futurebrand, McCann Erickson, Wunderman, Area 23 and the Longitude.
Extending beyond the agency world, Greg consults to social innovation and purpose
causes. He served on the Board of Directors for Restore NYC, a non-profit rescuing and
rehabilitating foreign born sex-trafficked women in New York City.
See more work at gregwong.com
Say hello at greg@gregwong.com and 646.961.3523

